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Lincolnshire College of Art (1979-1981), specialising in
book conservation under John Ashman.

Daphne [-cra trained as a bookbinder at the I-ondon
College of Printing. She moved to Australia in 1983 and
purchased D.S. Murray Pty Ltd, which has been a
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primary school, but it wasn't until 1977 that she took a
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Australian Exhibition of Contemporary
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eligibli but preference will be given to reently
bound books
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Fig. 1 The l9th Century French Binding, with damaged cover

REBINDING A 15TH CENTURY BOOK OF HOURS IN ITS ORIGINAL
STYLE

In 1989 I was asked by the Librarian of St Patrick's of Robert Lyon, who worked with me at the bindery
College, Manly, to look at a medieval manuscript in the during that year. His help and knowledge of many
library's collection and to make recommendations for techniques related to metal and woodwork made all the

its future care. It was a Flemish Book of Hours, difference.
probable date 1470. Fortunately, a substantial number I had bought quarter-cut oak in London from a
of Books of Hours survive in the great libraries of the furniture restorer, and our first step was to cut the oak
world. Before beginning work on this project, I roughly to size so that it would have few weeks to
travelled to the U.K. via America where in Washington settle.
DC I visited the Rare Book Department of the Library Il is not easy to anticipate problems when a book of
of Congress. In l.ondon I spent many hours in the Rare this age is still in a 19th century binding. I was not sure

Book and Manuscript Department of the British what lay ahead of me and I was very keen to have a

Library, handling and closely examining many of their thorough look at the sewing to ascertain whether new
Books of Hours. These books were the personal prayer sewing was required.
books of the laity, and formed the largest single categ- The existing binding was removed. The spine had
ory of illuminated manuscripts. Free from clerical already detached from the the front board and exposed
control, they could be decorated according to the purse the inner part of the hollow. This had been made out of
and requirements of the owner. blue wrapping paper with lettering.in French on it; il

Several decisions needed to be made. I wrote to St looked like the wrapper of a 19h c€ntury book. The
Patrick's outlining three suggestions: boards had been laced on with frayed-out cords that had

(i) to makJa box foilhe book and leave it as it been looped through the ends of the original tawed
was; thongs. These thongs may have broken off or been cut
(ii) to repair the existing binding; or off at the time of those repairs.
(iii) to rebind the book in its original style. We cleaned off the spine to expose the existing
Since the existing binding was suffering severely sewing, which was then checked to be absolutely sure

from red rot and would have been virtually impossible the book would not benefit from resewing.
to repair, there were only two viable choices, the first Usually each decision was taken after a great deal

and third. The library decided to have the book rebound of thought. Having seen the Books of Hours in
and what follows is a short description of the work. Washington, Sydney and [.ondon, I felt sure that the

I was not alone in this work and would like to work we were doing was going to improve the book's
acknowledge the unflagging enthusiasm and expertise durability. Even so, I frequently felt it necessary to
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Fig.2 Tawed Thongs and Endbands on Spine

leave a decision for a few days and further consult
photos and notes before continuing. Bob and I discussed
each step we took and then proceeded with caution.

We kept all the materials as simple as possible
using our own paste and all other materials, such as

calf, as close to the original lypes as possible. The dye
used on the calf was water -based, no chemicals were
used at any stage, and no mechanical grinders, sanders
or polishers were used.

With the backbone exposed and realising that it
would not be necessary to resew the manuscript, we cut
alum tawed thongs to lay across the existing sewing and
sewed then on top of the originals with a semi-circular
needle and linen thread. Their extra length was to make
it possible to lace through the wooden boards when the
time came. These thongs were not very thick and so a

second layer of tawed pigskin was glued across the top
of them increasing their thickness and their strength. It
hid the sewing threads too, to a certain extent and
improved the final look of the spine.

The endbands were sewn next with plain linen
thread. The style used was the conservation endband,
with the same tawed pigskin for a core. The ends of
these were left long as they were to be laced to the
boards.

No parchment repair was necessary but new end-
leaves in parchment were required and these were cut

Fig. 3 Inside of Board showing Turn-ins.

Fig.4 The Finished Book

from a skin bought in England. The edges were
coloured with armenian bole.

The oak boards were prepared by bevelling the

edges; grooves and holes were made to receive the

thongs. Recesses were made by Bob to accommodate
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the brass plates for the clasps. The boards were laced

9n. The thongs on the endbands were laced through at
head and tail. To hold the thongs in place oak pegs were
cut, wedged into the holes and tapped down. Then the
pegs and the ends of the thongs were cut flush with the
boards and sanded.

By this stage the book was beginning to have a
solid and satisfying look , feel and shape to it. There
was a gentle round, only very slight, which took the
boards well since they had been bevelled to fit into the
book without a shoulder and the squares projected from
the book's gilt edges to protect them. The oak boards
were 8 mm thick; the squares projected all around by 5
mm.

The calf v/as cut to size, dyed a warm light brown
with water-based dye. It was pared around ihe edges
only, and rather roughly at that, with wide turn-ins of
about 30 mm I pasted the leather and covered the book,
then checked it all around to be sure it was as perfect as

This is probably the commonest repair to both cloth and
leather books. It is not intended to go into the full
details of how this is done but there are some points that
can make the difference between a good and so-so job.

Firstly, the cloth or leather must be lifted off the
spine edge of the boards for about 20 mm and the new
clothfleather inserted undemeath. Use paste for leather,
and a paste/?VA mixture on cloth for adhesion to the
board. When il is dry, the loose flap of original cloth or
leather must be stuck back over the new material using
a thick paste for leather and paste/?VA mix for cloth.E

Fig. 1 The corners bevelled

Fig. 2 The bandage applied

With the book between pressing boards nip the
book firmly for a very short time. The book must be
removed from the press before the moisture has time to
diffuse through the cloth, otherwise it will discolour the
surface. Many old books have heavily embossed cloth
boards, and if the cloth gets too damp the pattern will be
pressed out.

Old leather, calf particularly, will darken if allowed

REPLACING SPINES - SOME HANDY HINTS

I could make it. It was left to dry between boards and
sheets of clean paper under a light weight. The
following day all appeared to be well. A few days later
the book was blind tooled. The clasps and hinges which
had been made by Bob were fitted by him, the book was
given a final polish and it was finished.

We took a series of slides of the entire process.
When the book was retumed to St Patrick's College
they were pleased with the result, especially since the
book is used and handled by a number of people. We
felt it was now secure in its binding and would stand
careful handling for many years. The overall size of the
book was 193 x 138 mm., the vellum page size was 188
x 132 mm. It carries the inscription:

Presented to me by Mr Henry Austin in January
1890 and is now given by me to the Library of St
Patrick's College, Manly, Sydney, 10th February
1890. Patrick Francis Cardinal Moran.

Daphne Lera

to get damp while the new leather is drying on the
board. To prevent any accidental contact of the old
Ieather with the moisture in the new leather a thin strip
of polyester film such as Mylar or Melinex can be used
to isolate one from the other.

When pasting the old leather flap down use as dry a
paste as possible and press it for the shortest time to
iron out bumps and ensure that the flap is adhering to
the board

Replacing the old spine can also present problems
for the beginner. The cloth spine will have been lined
with paper or linen which is probably quite rotten.
Remove as much of this lining as possible without
damaging the spine itself. If the head and tail tum-ins
are still attached so much the better even though they
are frayed and discoloured. ltim the long edges of the
spine to remove any frayed fabric so that the old spine
is about 2 mm narrower than the new one.
N.B. .{f the old spine is exactly the same as the new
spine its edge will be along the new shoulder where it
would be subject to wear and damage.

Put the book in a bench press and glue the old spine
in position with PVA,/paste mix which softens the spine
and makes it more pliable. Do not tum in the old tum-
ins at this stage. Rub down firmly under a piece of
release paper (Gladbake is ideal) and leave for several
hours until perfectly dry. Remove from the press, glue
the turn-ins and push them into the hollow. If the cloth
at the tum-in is badly discoloured, it can be touched up
with acrylic paint.

If there are no tum-ins, bevel the corners of the old
spine before gluing on (See Fig. 1).

If the spine is large, or very stiff it is sometimes
difficult to get it to glue down properly. I therefore
prefer to bandage it in position. Buy an elastic bandage
or make a bandage by using 7,5 cm strips of old sheet
sewn together. The bandage must have soft edges.
Centre the book in a bench press (see Fig. 2) and bind

12
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very firmly over the cheeks of the press as well as the
book, starting at the head and working gradually to the
tail. Pull the bandage very tightly over the cheeks and
fore-edges, but do not drag it over the spine or the old
spine may be moved out of position.

When the whole spine is covered, pin the end of the
bandage to itself. After 10 minutes unwrap it, to check
the spine has not moved. If it has, it should still b€
possible to slide the spine back into position. Re-
bandage and leave until quite dry - say 12 hours.

This method is almost essential for replacing stiff
leather spines, the sort that come with nineteenth
century bibles, commonly known as 'Valuable Old
Bibles' by their owners. These spines require more
preparation. They usually have the head-cap still
attached, and this should be cut off and the tum-in
carefully lifted and removed. If the leather turn-ins are
rotten, it is better to leave them on rather than damage
the spine with excess moisture by soaking them off with
paste. If the leather is black it will not discolour but

excess moisture could make it brittle and subject to
cracking.
Replace missing false bands.

Using a scalpel with a new blade, carefully pare all

round the edge ofthe old spine, having ensured that it is
slightly smaller than the new one.

To attach the old spine roughen the new leather

with coarse sandpaper to form a good surface for
adhesion and brush out both the old and new spines
with paste. Rub down well with a bone folder through a

piece of scrap leather or a layer of waste paper to
prevent damage and bandage as before. This method
should result in a firmly adhering spine with no air
bubbles.

If you find the spine has air bubbles, inject some
thin paste with a hypodermic syringe, work it around in
the bubble to soften the cloth or leather, carefully blot
up any surplus, then bandage with Gladwrap over the
spine to prevent adhesion. Leave to dry.

June McNicol

MOROCCO BOUND

CORRE,SPONDENCE

Mitchell Worlshops
Dear Editor,

John Mitchell's gold finishing workshops [at the
NSW Guild workshop, 23-24 Marchl were a boon to
me. I feel grateful for all the planning made to facilitate
his being here. He gave me great understanding of true
teaching professionalism. I admired his capacity to deal
with any aspect of his work, and his ability to convey
his knowledge in simple terms to so large a class. He
seemed serene throughout.

Enclosed are a copy of Esther Corsellis' and my
notes. We have sent a further copy to Rowley Corbett
who wishes to add them to the workshop manual

Enid Street
Editor's note: loha Mitchell, during his visit from England, also
taught two days ofworkshops in Brisbane for the Queensland Guild

- on refurbishing cloth books and gold finishing. As a follow-up, the
Queenslmd panicipants pooled notes for discussion and practice
together to reinforce what they had leamed.

Historical Series
Dear Editor,

A colleague, Michele Cloonan, has kindly shared a
copy of your notice in the March l99l Morocco Bound
for the Garland Publishing History of Bookbinding and
Design series. I'm grateful, of course, for the mention,
and thought it would not be out of line to offer a few
comments to those of R.E, Abbey.

First, the series stemmed from an earlier series on
19h century printing arts which John Bidwell edited.
The two books in that series which sold particularly
well by Garland's standards were the two binding
manuals (Hannett with a Middleton introduction and
Nicholson with mine); and this prompted Garland to
explore the possibility of a series reprinting other
manuals. Apart from translations, which Garland was
unwilling to undertake on grounds of expense, there
were not a sufficient number of appropriate manuals to
make a series. But Garland was willing to consider a list
which included a number of the more important, and
expensive in original editions, historical books. While
the final list was vetted by a number of people, it must

really be laid to me: no committee, I'm afraid.
My hope, frankly, in undertaking the series, was to

make these-books available to individual craftsmen and
scholars as well as the libraries which Garland as a
reprint publisher more commonly works with. In the
end, however, without experience to project individual
sales realistically, they felt they could invest in only 150
copies of each title; and this, with_production cost, was
thri major determinant of price. With production cost
(which-in several cases included royalty PlYments for
books still in copyright) spread over so few copies,
some titles were priceO higher than I, at least, had hoped
they might be. Siill, as Mr Abbey mentions, all are, we
think, a bargain relative to the prices at which they are

typically offered in the rare book trade.- - 
A few comments on individual titles to supplement

Mr Abbey's:
Eighteenth-cenrury Englbh Works attemps 1o rgu.nd yn- all earlv mentiotrs of bookbinding in English' the

main p6int being the conveoience of having them in
one place.

The llhole Art of Bookbinding repints both the first
Enelish and first American editions, the latter
coitaining the earliest known American
bookbinders' Price list (l8U).

The Tlt'o Early Ninbteenth-cenilry...Manuab are Martin
(1823) ind Cowie (1828), neither previously
reprinted.

Bibliopegia is reprinted in the sixth _(and last, 1865)
ediiion, much expanded from the first edition which
was reprinted in ihe Printing Arts series.

The Businiss of Bookbinding i-s by Alexander Pbilip-

fl-ondon, i9tZ1 and a iather thorough review of
craft practice intended for the instruction of
librariins. The orieinal edition included several
pages of cloth and l-eather samples (reproduced, of
course, only as illustrations).

Thank you again for your notice ' 
sidney R Huttner,

Curator,
McFarlin Library

Dept. of Special Collections
The University of TUlsa, Oklahoma
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NEW BENCHES FOR BANK ARCHIVES

Two bookbinding benches designed for maximum
flexibility of use have been built for the Pyrmont
Conservation Workshop of Westpac Archives.

Large by commercial standards, this banking
archives has had a conservator since 1977. Like many
conservation facilities, our workshop was starved of
funds in its early years, so much of our fumiture and
equipment began life as something else.

We have now entered a new phase in which we
gradually replace equipment with which we have made
do over the years.

Targeting book conservation equipment, we
ordered two new binding benches, one left-handed, the
other right. With one half of each bench, we required a
lxed surface to take relevant binding equipment, the
other providing a tub to hold a lying press. For those
occasions when we required a large flat work surface,
the lyiDg press was to be covered.

Working with the craftsman, from a prototype
which was in the Bindery of Camberwell College,
London, we devised benches with the following
features:

Allowance for the tub to fit an 18 inch lying press
mounted parallel to, or at right angles to, the bench
face.

A cover for the tub allowing the press to be left in
place when the cover is fitted. The cover constitutes
part of an overall plane surface. It can be stored
beneath the bench top when the tub is in use.

An adjustable shelf beneath the lying press to allow
a minimum fall for any book held in the press. This
is also a support for a book or text block, and can
support a finishing press if required. Access is from
three sides.

A drawer beneath the table surface to take current
flat work, i.e. to protect it overnight.
A pair of large drawers to take tools or work as

required that can be opened fully when laden. (fhe
exiendable runners have 60 kg loading potential.)

Six legs, all with heavy duty locking wheels having
a non-marking grey tread.

tsmanian oak was use for all structural elements.
Major joints were made particularly rigid to eliminate
the need for bracing lower down, thus keeping under'
table spaces clear. The bench tops and small drawers are
of marine ply.

Each two-drawer unit was constructed separate
from its table and later fhed in position. Marine ply was
used throughout. The drawer fit was close and
effectively eliminates dust.

The benches stand 950 mm high with a table top of
1900 mm by 910 mm, cost over $6000, and were
construcled by Steven Thurston (02 569 1241).

Steven is presently making binding benches for the
State Library of NSW based upon the same concept.

James Eiwing

The Finished Bench

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Oasis, the brand of vegetable tanned Nigerian goatskins
prepared especially for Russell Bookcrafts, is available
from E.C. Chapman & Co.Pty Ltd, 7 Nepean Gorge
Drive (P.O. Box 25), Mulgoa, NSW 2745 (O47 738
738). Cunent stock is offered at$17.45 per sq. ft first
quality, $13.m seconds, freight/postage additional.
Skins are measured in sq. ft and quarters thereof, sizes
ranging from under five to over seven sq. ft, and
averaging about five and a half. Skins may be ordered
by post or selected from stock at an arranged time.

The Australian agents for S O. Rowe of UK advise they
have a range of goatskin available. Contact: Emu
Leather Co., "Pelerin", Edinburgh Ave., Singleton
2330. (065 722780; Fax 065 72 4763) Tiue to name,
they also supply emu leather.

Knocking down iron, specially made for a NSW
member, extra heavy duty item, zinc plaled, only one
left out of a batch, $58 plus postage. Interested buyers

should contact Rowley Corbett (OZ) 665 1097.

Since standing presses are hard to find at sensible
prices, a member has provided these data as a help to
others: Quality Prints Machinery Sales Pty Ltd, 13 Gale
St, East Brunswick, Victoria 3057 (03 387 3407) at
Easter had four for sale. They would arrange freight as

an extra. The real bargain is a four posted press, about
40 cm x 27 cm clear, 55 cm daylight, with about 20
pressing boards, $250. A second press,-similar in size,
iwo poster but no pressing boards, $400. A third,
similar in size but slightly larger posts, also $400. A
fourth, Iarger platen size but about the same daylight,
$600.

A nipping press, restored, 18 in x 12 in platens, qbout 3
in darlight. These usually need two people to lift them
but ire"excellent for most work. Tliis one $325,
collected Frenchs Forest area, NSW. Contact Michael
Mathew (02) 4983522for details.
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OBITUARY
Roger Powell 1895-1990

Roger Powell died on 16th October 1990 at the age of 94.
Thus Britain has lost the last of its four greatest and most
influential bookbinders of the last hundred years, the other
three being TJ.Cobden-Sanderson, Douglas Cockerell and
Douglas'son, Sydney, all ofwhom were connected.

Roger Powell was educated at Bedales School where his
father was co-founder and who taught modern languages,
choral singing and bookbinding. He sewed in the First World
War with the Hampshire Regiment in Palestine, and later as a

Royal Flying Corps pilot in Egypt. After the war he was a

poultry farmer for 9 years, but when this failed he went to the
Central School of Arts and Crafts to study bookbinding under
Douglas Cockerell. In 1935 he joined Douglas Cockerell &
Son at Letchworth and became a partner in the following year.
This was a fitting and important alliance; fitting because in
commotr wilh the Cockerells he had links with the Arts and

Crafts Movement, and important because he was able to
handle early vellum-leaved manuscripts and incunabula, and
be influenced by Cockerell's pioneering approach to their
treatmeDt.

ln L947 he set up his own bindery at Froxfield,
Hamphire, where he produced dignified and finely executed
gold+ooled bindings on Rolls of Honour, and for collectors.
At this time, too, he was developing his own methods for the
treatment and rebinding or early books, especially those with
vellum leaves. Unlike binders of the 19th century who
rebound such books as they would modern paper ones, he was

concerned not only to use the most durable materials, but also

to recognise the vastly different nature and functioning

characti'istics of vellum by developing suitable struclures for

the bindings, which facilitate their efficient, nondamaging

use.
Such was his success in this field that in 1953 he was

commissioned to repair and rebind the Book of Kelb by

Tiinity College, Dublin, followed by a number of other

manuscripts Jf maior importance. In 1961 Tiinity College

awarded him ,n Honora.y Master of Arts degree' There

followed many more commissions to treat some to the most

important eariy manuscripts in the country, such as the Sl

CiadGospeb at Lichfield Cathedral. His work on structure

and related techniques did much to bring aboul today's more

enlightened approiches to book cotrservation' In the field of
dec6ration, too, n. held strong views, and for decades

advocated a principle which is now much more widely

practised: nrr.ly, th;t books should be treated as three- rather

ihan trvo-dimeniioual, with unity between all parts, and that

the design should be related to the raised bands ofthe spine'.

ThI award of an OBE in 1976 was just recognition of his

great contribution , direct and indirect, to the conservation of

in important part of our cultural heritage .

Bernard Middleton
Abrideed from The Guardian aud reprinted by courtesy- of The SYdneY Morning Herald
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PRIZES FOR BINDERS AT THB STATE SHOWS
Australian bookbinders, with our smll numbers as compared to rhe UK, must consider ours€lves fortunate that thrce State
show societies include bookbinding itr their craft prize ichedules. The NSW Guild is sometimes disappointed by the-small
number of books entered in Sydniy's Rbyal Eaiter Show. Through Morocco Bound we intend to publicise the shows
nalioDally to encourage the widast p6ssible participatioo.

Queensland Royal 1991

Entries close on 30lh May for the bookbinding classes at the August
annual show of the Queensland Royal National Association. Anyone
wishing to enter is advised to apply at once for a schedule to the
RNA, Exhibition Grounds, Gregory Terrac€, Fortitude Valley, 4@6,
or the Honorary Secretary, QBG, 110 Andrew Ave, Thrragindi,,,1121.
The books do not have to be delivered until 4th July. The classes are:

OPEN -CI-ASS 121 -Any hand bound book not exceeding 30 cm x
21 cm. First S20, second $10, thfud $7, contributed by Art
Essentials and Queensland Guild.

OPEN - CLASS 128 - The 'Chips' Strange Memorial - Any
suitable book bound in Eighteenth Cenrury style, either full
leather or half bound in leather and paper with appropriate
tooling. First $30, second $20, third $10, all contributed by
Queensland Guild.

RESTRICTED - CIASS 129 - Anv hand bound book not
exc€eding 30 cm x 2l cm_ bourid in cloth orpaper with a
simple decoration. First $20, second $10, third $7, all
conaibuted by Art Essentials and Queensland Guild.

June McNlcol

Royel Mclbourne 1991

For the Royal Melbourne in September bookbinding entries close on
27th June. The books must be lodged at the Showgrounds on 10th or
llth September or posted to arrive no later than llth September.
Prize schedules are available from Mrs Sue Bolitho, Arts aud Crafis,
RASV Limited, Royal Showgrounds, Epsom Road, Ascot Vate, 3032
(03 376 3733).

Apart from special prizes, prize money for the three classes has
been given by the Victoriaa Bookbinders Guild. The classes are:

165 - Contemporary design. Fint $75, second $25. Special prize to
winner, $150 donated by Micador Australia Lld.

166 - Tiaditional design. Fint $75, second $25. special prize to
winner, S100 donaied by Australian Type Company, Footscray.

167 - Ken Blake Memorial Prize - Novice up to 3 years experience
in any form of bookbinding. First $75, second $55. Special prize
to winner, book voucher from Technical Book Company.

ArthurAkhurst

Sydney Royrl 1991

This year again two cl,asses were established:
164 - Genlral Bookbinding with fint second and third prizes, of a

total of $250, vouchirs presented by Abbey's Bookshops,
Sydney.

165 
--Extia 

Binding, Tiaditional or Contemporary Des@ einling,
with $100 first prize presented by'the Australian Type
Company, Melbourne, an,t nophy. as well as second prize $75
and ihiid prize $50 presented by NSW Guild of Craft
Bookbinden
Thirteen eotries were received in each class, rePresenling 18
members of NSW Cuild, tbree Queensland, one other. The
results were:

Class 164: 1st Mrs G.F. Dean, Qld; 2nd :Mrs D.M. Dobbyn,
NSW; 3rd C. Johnston, oot a guild member; Highly
Commended J.R. Newland, NSW.

Class 165: 1st and trophy Mrs J. McNicol, Qld; 2nd Mrs J' W"VE4'
NSW; 3rd Mrs D.M. Dobbyn, NSW; Highly Commended W.R.
Willis, NSrfi

Thanks to aU lhe entrants and to the spotrsors. We hope that binders
will continue their support and tf,at this will increase, widening
to Eore States.

Rowley Corbett

NOTES AND QUERIES

Scctlons to Blnd Demand for sections of Jane Greenfield and Jenny
Hille'sHeadbands and How to Work Then (Oak Knoll Press) did not
exactly set the world on fire, but the small stock was cleared and the
NSW Guild decided to order more: untrimmed folded and gathered
sheetr, on acid free paper. Unfortunately the pre-publication aiscount
of 40% has lapsed, ind rhe price has to 6e $:3 1$ ilZ posred;. This will
b€ our last ordering of rhi( title, the only practical manual on how to
create a headbaad by haud, with step by step instructions and
diagrams. The twelve'differenr headban:ds ihclud'e a new merhod of
working a French double headband. Orders to Guild of Craft
Bookbiaden, P.O. Box 111, Glebe, 2O37. Cash with order, please.
Telephone inquiries to Michael Mathew (02) 498 3522.

Bo*tnds, the fourth book from the Escutcheon Press, is unusual and
attractive,200 nm by 110 mm. It is two bookish tales, each distinctly
different in presentat:iotr. Each tale begins at its own end of the boo(,
is printed in its own typeface and haslts own paper. 'Silhouette of a
Li6rarian', by Geoige boas, is on Archiie'Text paper while
'Busman's Hoiiaay', b;y A.W. ilushoore, is on a paper'hJndmade at
Emboka, NSW. ilesi stories were originally seln'in wo issues of
The Colophon of. roughly 50 yeaB ago. An edition of 75,of which 25
are available as loose sheets at $30 per set plus postage from the
Eicutcheon Press, 37 Coraelian Rd, Peart Beaih 2?56. -
Crsfts Councll Crtrlogue. It 1984 the Crafts Council of Ausrralia
Itag-lq 1 national exhibition on 'Contemporary Designer
Bookbindings - Europe and Australia'. The profusely illustrare:d 48
page catalogue was priced at S10 at the time. The NSW Guild
acquired sgme of the remaining copies and offers these at $4.50
posted or $5 posted overseas. Caih with order, please. Guild of Craft
Bookbinders, P.O. Box 111, Glebe 2037.

New Books tor Selc. The NSW Guild has had three books ordered
for its library duplicated by an overseas supplier (and cbarged for,
DalrraXy) 49 would like to sell these. Prices quoted are for collection
at Gleb€, NSW with postage extra if required.

a) BaynesCope, A.D,, Caring for Books and Docunenrs. 2nd ed.
N.Y., New Amsterdam in association with the British Library, 1989.
8vo, stiff paper wrappen, 48 pages. Based on research experience at

the research laboratory of the British Museum. A useful guide to the
enemies of books and documents and what to do to resist them.
Illustrated with a useful bibliography. $21.

b) Ikegami, Koki'r.o, Japanese Bookbinding: htstruction from a
MasterCrafisman 2nd printing of first ed. N.Y., John Weatherill,
1988. 4to," cloth backe'd boaids, dust jacket, xx 127. Contains
itrstructions on making different styles of Japanese bindings and
traditional bookcases-(the custom-made folding boxes that give
protection to fine books). There are also eight Pages of colour pholos
of esamoles of Jaoanese bookbindine stvles. 552.
c) Pairv, Henri, The Art of BookEinding. e 1989 facsimile copy
oi an t8i8 publication by Baldwin, Craddock and Joy' pp.92. A
description of the tools, forwarding, gilding and finishing, stalionery
binding, edge colouring, marbling, sprinkling, etc. some- v-ery

interesing dltails, but so;e techniqu-es o-bviously-quite dated. $48.
Inqu-iries ro Michael Mathe* Q4 198 3522, 7-10 p.a. or

weekends.

Courses ln UK: Anyone lucky enough to be in the UK for eight
weeks from 16th September may wish to know lbat John Mitchell will
be teaching two wiekly classe's in his new workshop : le-tlerpress
leather bin-ding (with aipropriate gold finishing-; on eight-Monday-s
and advanced-g6ld finishing on e-ight Tircsday1. Detail.s from 190
Hermitage Woofs Crescent,St Johns-. Woking. Surrey GU 21 1J.

Rare Manual: The first Enelish translation of a rare Dutch
bookbindinq manual of the mid:lgth century is to be published this
northern su-mmer in the United States, Geheimen der Boekbinderij
(Secrets of Bookbinding) deab with three asPects of finishing: gilding
of paper, silk, velvet, leather and book edges; the marblitrg of book
edles; and lhe dyeing and marbling (i.e.. acid stainirg) of leather
coierinss. The tr'ansEtor, fuchard J-. Wolfe the author of Marbled
Pape4 fis History', Technique and Pattents, is a practising marbler.
Priited lettepresi on mould made paper, the lew 64-Page book will
include fouriamples of edge marbling by Mr Wolfe and four samples
of gilding on paper, silk, velvet and leather from 19th cen-rury

amiricaihand'-eigraved brass stamps. Of the edilion of 250, 150 are

offered for sale at 5US 120 plus shifping by The Veatchs, Art of the
Book, 20 Veronica Court, Sfoithtoum, NIw'York 11787-1323, USA.
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